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*J.Mar.Res.*, IN PRESS.
Department of WHOI Author: PO.
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Fall and winter mean current profiles over the Northern California Shelf.
*J.Geophys.Res.*, IN PRESS.
Department of WHOI Author: PO.
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Fundamental performance of particle image and particle tracking velocimetry
techniques. *Exp.Fluids*, IN PRESS.
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Morrison, Archie T., III and Albert J. Williams, 3rd.
Location and recovery of lost instruments using acoustic targets.
*Oceans '99*, IN PRESS.
Department of WHOI Author: AOPE.
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Low-latitude sea-surface temperatures for the mid-Cretaceous and the evolution of
planktic foraminifera: Reply. *Geology*, IN PRESS.
Department of WHOI Author: GEOL.
Contribution Number: NONE
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Incorporation and preservation of Mg in Gs. sacculifer: Implications for reconstructing the temperature and oxygen isotopic composition of seawater. Paleoceanography, IN PRESS.
Department of WHOI Author: GEOL.
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Acoustic observations of a fluid mud layer transporting sediment on the Northern California shelf. Oceans '99, IN PRESS.
Department of WHOI Author: AOPE.
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Reynolds stress resolution from a modular acoustic velocity sensor. IEEE Oceans '99 Conference, IN PRESS.
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